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Government & Contractor Partnership 
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ASRG Power Metric- March 2013 
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ASRG Reliability Metric- March 2013 
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Reliability challenge: heater head casting 
• Thin-walled metallic Heater Head component (outlined in yellow) 
• Ni-based super alloy Heater Head machined from casting 
• Casting is known for potential oxide inclusions (ceramic flakes) 
• Micro-focused Computed Tomography (CT) key to "seeing" these flaws 
• Component yield was developing as an issue; parts could meet criteria 
• NASA Engineering Safety Center: "criteria needs test-verified basis" 
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Plan: Heater Head development 
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Reliability challenge: heater head casting 
Technical Risk: Oxide Inclusions present a risk to meeting fatigue life 
requirement (68 years) 
Schedule Consequence: Insufficient component yield threatens critical path 
schedule with 3 months 
Approach: Assemble investigation team and resolve in 3 months 
1. Verification: Material coupon testing -+ batch specific matl props 
2. Verification: Fracture mechanics & selection criteria -+ test-verified 
properties 
3. Validation: Component stress testing -+ design specific reliability data 
Goal: Resulting in test verified, design specific acceptance criteria for 4x 
design life on fatigue, validated with component testing 
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Skills and Assets Required 
FEM Analysis 
Rapid design & 
manufacturing 
ally 
Micro-focused 
CT scanning 
Material Properties 
testing & Fracture 
Mechanics analysis 
• 
Structural Dynamics 
Testing & cumulative 
damage analysis 
SEM Imagery 
Investigation Team, core members 
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Key Results 
1. .Comprehensive approach: 
Sixteen* separate fatigue crack growth specimen tests 
Design trade study on "critical-flaw-size vs wall thickness" 
Refined (tighter!) acceptance criteria, supported by test-verified material.s 
properties 
Eight qualification level vibe stress tests on five different components 
2. NESC concurrence: 
results conclusions 
residual risk for the ASRG project 
3. · Timely closure: 
preserved system reliability and margin for fatigue life 
Preserved project schedule despite tighter acceptance criteria 
Only possible with a badge-less team 
working pulling together 
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